A SIX-DAY ORIENTATION PROGRAMME ON
MODELS OF TEACHING

"...EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS MUST
PROPAGATE SECULARISM...

—Dr. H. NARASIMHIAH

—

they should become centres for
secular ideals and strive to sow seeds
of secularism among their students.

An expectation of Dr. Narasimhiah,
while present in the observation in the
course of his inauguration address to the
participants at a six day orientation
programme on 'Models of Teaching,
organized by the Dept. of Post-graduate
Studies and Research, Bangalore
University in collaboration with the
National Council for Educational
Research and Training (NCERT)’s
Social Education and Extension
Services, Dept. of Teacher Education.
The programme, held during January
10 to 15, 1990, was hosted by
Bangalore University.

Continuing his address, Dr. Narasim-
hiah laid emphasis on the need for
serving a pattern of education that
is in tune with the requirements of
society and the nation. He struck
the tone of warning on the movement
of specialisation resulting in
captivation to the goals of
education and pleaded that educators
should avoid this tendency and keep
in mind the objectives of education
which are of great importance. He
is of the firm opinion that should
educational evolve a proper
pattern of education it would usher
that type of socio-economic
changes that we ardently desire. He
considered imparting of right
developments, promotion of
composite culture, scientific temper,
liberalism and rational thinking were
needed at this moment. He cautioned
that mental slums are more dangerous
in environmental maladies, and
called on the teachers to address themes
to their calling with commitment.
Teaching is a productive field

AWARD TO
RESEARCH SCHOLAR

The Academy of Environmental
Biology has awarded the Best Paper
Appreciation Certificate to Ms. Bela
Zutshi, Research Scholar, Fishery
Biology Section, Dept. of PG Studies
and Research in Biology, for her
paper titled 'Effect of gymnastics in
the biological activity of the
testicles of fish' at the 11th Annual
Conference of the Academy of
Environmental Biology, held in
November.

JYOTHI NIVAS COLLEGE

Justice Roshanra looking on at the Exhibition at the 'Communion for
Better World' exhibition.
Preface

Reference Asia, a number of volumes concentrating at intervals is aimed to congregate work on a vast and comprehensive area and influence of the

living people to examine its central and international understanding. It is attempted to capture and preserve knowledge of the people

who are part of history today and tomorrow, people who have had the breadth and depth of

volumes 2000 and beyond. People who have made a mark in original line of thinking by any

standard, people who have played an important role in stimulating and sustaining the

high name of art, literature and learning—in short, the outstanding contemporary

achievers.

This comprehensive volume of the goal set forth, positive more than 2000 capsule profiles

without any prejudice but established as basic, crisp and operated personal characteristics of people of influence and named

identified in various fields of activity in Asia. Essentially the protagonists does not cover

the 'best known' efforts were made to locate and spotlight the 'most revered' effort on

level,胃肠, without using intellectual level, and the progression spread over the

long road of more than two pages have culminated in this book.

In determining the rank and titles, efforts were made to maintain a uniform length but some variation inevitably occurred. In no case should the

length of the sketch be taken as an indication of relative importance or measure of talent

In number of cases, it was also found impossible to dually biographize because of the

quality of achievement or the type of endeavor of the biographize. Besides, readers

will notice occasional differences in the way the same kind of information about different

persons is presented. It was because we have usually tried to follow the way in

which the biographize themselves presented the relative information to us.

This paragraph on time does not end where it ends but it starts from there, the

result of conviction that subsequent volumes

Re face

Definitely this is not a definitive work, but definitely a definite effort towards the definite goal set

forth. To those who believe that the beginning is important, if not vital, this initial review is an

Asia crescendo in Asia and particularly by satisfying

The name of the world drawn by medieval cartogra-

phers was so unfortunately incomplete and filled

with fictitious errors that they still conduct some

today when almost the entire surface of the

earth has been charted. Yet the great explorers

could not have discovered the new world without

name, nor could the terns, more com-

prehensive accurate maps of today have drawn until

maps, working with the limited evidence available

thereon, set down on paper their bold conceptions

of the world. Cartographers were the first to

state that the concept of the work is presented here, not

as that used, but as a first approximation filled

with conditions checked by constructive thrust of some

volumes.